In the spirit of Shakespeare's stage direction in act II of The Tempest, "Enter Ariel, invisible," one might imagine an invisible inscription over the entrance to the superb new lab building of the National Center for Atmospheric Research on Table Mesa Roberts is an unpretentious man of simple tastes, a man of warmth, kindness, enthusiasm, loyalty, and persistence: He loves science, his family, music, and nature. He is a devoted amateur student of the flora of Colorado, particularly of its wildflowers. He enjoys trout fishing in the Rockies, watching football anywhere, and reminiscing about skiing.
He makes quick, rational decisions on major issues. His mind made up, he melds patience and tenacity into a base of ruthlessness sweetened by genuine, unremitting kindness. This rare compound has repeatedly yielded success in his objectives while attracting a superb group of scientists and administrators to HAO and NCAR and maintaining their loyalty, devotion, and unrivaled team spirit.
One of his colleagues has remarked, "Walter never joins the camp of those who think that there is a constant amount of anything-resources, money, prestige, glory-to be divided up or fought over. He's a believer in 'the constantly expanding pie."' Others have observed that "what Walter sets out after, he invariably gets, sooner or later." When asked to become director of NCAR in 1960, he wanted to accept, but he also knew that he did not want to disassociate himself from HAO or move from Boulder. (He did not have to.) He wanted the lab to be built on Table  Mesa. (It was, after his subtle, patient statesmanship persuaded the state of Colorado to donate the land.) He insisted on the preservation of the flora of the mesa and he had clear ideas about the architecture of the building (internally irregular, "one you could get lost in"; externally suited in form and color to the Rocky Mountain backdrop; economical). The building, designed by I. M. Pei, working closely with Roberts, meets all these desiderata. Already in use, and to be dedicated this spring, it is a distinguished creation of American architecture and in harmony with its surroundings, effectively fu-nctional.
Always mindful of responsibility in local civic affairs, he was fortunate when his wife, overcoming strong native shyness, ran for the City Council of Boulder some 10 years ago and was elected with the highest vote of 14 candidates. Seemingly a most unlikely politician, Janet's intelligence, crusading spirit, and charm won her reelection, and she is now senior councilman in years of service.
Roberts has traveled widely in Europe, includin-g Eastern Europe-in Bulgaria, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and the Soviet Union-and he spent a memorable month in Japan. As cause and consequence of these trips, he enjoys worldwide professional acquaintanceships.
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